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a b s t r a c t
As cell phones have become more common, personalized intelligent services in smartphones have become
more highly desired. The mobile intelligent synthetic character is an example of one of these desired services. It is hard to apply an intelligent synthetic character to the smartphone environment because of its
dynamism and complexity. This paper proposes a method for generating behaviors of a smart synthetic character that infers user contexts with Bayesian networks. In order to generate more realistic behaviors, the OCC
model is utilized to create the character’s emotion. Behaviors are produced through large-scale modular
behavior networks with inferred contexts. A working progress is the mobile log collected with a Samsung
SPH-M4650 smartphone that is used to verify the naturalness and ﬂexibility of the generated behaviors.
Ó 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
High-end devices on mobile networks, smartphones, have been
developed to include both functions of a PDA (personal digital
assistant) and those of a cell phone. As smartphones have become
more common, demand for personalized intelligent services will
increase. The intelligent synthetic character we focus on is an
autonomous agent that can interact with a user in real-time. The
character provides information to users or interacts with them
based on their facial expressions, behaviors, and simple dialogs.
The intelligent synthetic character can also be used by entertainment and service robots (Kim, Kim, Kim, & Lim, 2002). Many
researchers have attempted to apply this intelligent synthetic
character to smartphones.
The main issue when implementing a synthetic character is
how to make the character realistic and believable. Many researchers have aimed to designate character that seems to think, feel and
live. To achieve this goal, the characters should have their own perceptional, behavioral and motor mechanisms (Pan, Yang, Xu, &
Zhang, 2005).
The intelligent synthetic character should provide suitable services for various situations. To this end, there are three general required functions of an intelligent synthetic character. First of all,
the character should recognize the contexts around the user. Not
only low-level contexts gained directly from sensors but also
high-level contexts inferred from various low-level contexts can
be used. Secondly, the character should generate suitable behaviors for various situations by considering the inferred contexts.
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Moreover, to make the character more believable, it should behave
according to its own internal state, since humans have a wide variety of expressive actions in their personalities, emotions, and communicational needs (Canamero, 1998; Cassell, 1999).
However, since the mobile environment is often complex and
changes dynamically, the mobile intelligent synthetic character
should be able to handle the mobile environment and its structure.
For example, the character should produce reliable information
and be aware of contexts in the presence of uncertain, rapidly
changing, and partially true data from multiple heterogeneous
sources (Korpipaa, Mantyjarvi, Kela, Keranen, & Malm, 2003). The
character should also generate behaviors as fast as possible in
real-time by considering recognized contexts, since the mobile
environment changes rapidly. In this paper, we propose a mobile
intelligent synthetic character that considers problems which can
occur in the mobile environment.
The proposed mobile intelligent synthetic character was designed to integrate Bayesian networks, the OCC model and the
behavior network. To solve the problem of context inference in
the mobile environment, we used a Bayesian network, are presentative probabilistic approach. Also, the behavior network was used
to quickly generate behaviors suitable for various situations. Finally, the OCC model was used to generate the emotional state of the
character in order to make it more realistic.
2. Related work
2.1. Intelligent services on smartphones
In order to support smartphone users, many studies have been
proposed. The researchers have mainly focused on situational
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 The contexts should be inferred successfully in a dynamic, complex environment by considering the uncertainties of the
sources in the smartphone.
 The appropriate internal states of the character should be generated for recognized situations.
 The behaviors suitable for the recognized situations and the
state of the character should be generated as quickly as possible.

awareness of the smartphone and its ability to provide suitable
services to the user. Schiafﬁno and Amandi (2002) designed the
software structure of the personalized schedule manager agent
and proposed a case-based reasoning method using Bayesian networks. Cho, Kim, Hwang, and Song (2007) summarized a given
user’s daily life with a cartoon-style diary using Bayesian networks
based on information collected from mobile devices like smartphones. Siewiorek et al. (2003) designed SenSay, the context-aware
mobile phone which recognizes current contexts by analyzing the
data from various sensors.
Synthetic-character-based intelligent services have received
attention because of their usefulness in interactions between the
user and the agent. Kim, Kim, and Kim (2004) proposed an intelligent agent that selects behavior using its internal state and learns
through interactions with the user. Berg, Taylor, and Harper (2003)
helped users to recognize the owner of speciﬁc contact information
at a glance. Moreover, SK Telecom, Korea’s leading mobile phone
operator, provided 1 mm service which includes character-based
intelligent services for the mobile phone platform in 2005. The
character interacts with the user and provides services that consider the contexts around the mobile phone.
However, previous works have proposed intelligent services
which provide a limited number of services by considering only a
few contexts. To provide more intelligent services, the system
should consider a broader environment around the user. Additionally, the synthetic character should look realistic. In the structure
of the character proposed in this paper, the limitations addressed
above can be overcome using a combination of the Bayesian network, the behavior network and the OCC model.

The structure of the proposed mobile intelligent synthetic character is designed to address these challenges. The intelligent synthetic character consists of ﬁve components: a perception system,
a user context recognition system, a character emotion system, a
motivation system and a behavior generation system. The character
can generate suitable behaviors for various situations within the
limitations of the mobile environment. The perception system simply gathers information about the user from the smartphone. The
user context recognition system produces high-level contexts about
the user based on the collected information. The Bayesian network
is used in the system to deal with the complex mobile environment
and the uncertainties of the information sources. The character
emotion system produces an emotional state for the character using
the OCC model, and the motivation system generates the goal states
of the character according to the situation. Finally, the behavior generation system is designed to generate suitable behaviors for the situation by considering gathered information and the emotional
states of the character, inferring high-level contexts for the user,
using behavior networks to reﬂect both external situations and
internal states, and generating behaviors quickly. Fig. 1 shows an
architecture for the proposed mobile intelligent synthetic character.

2.2. Behavior network-based system

3.1. Perception system

Researchers in intelligent behavior generation consider how
behavior is generated within an environment. They propose behavior generation structures which generate human-like behaviors in
a variety of environments.
Contrary to traditional methods in artiﬁcial intelligence, which
represent precise knowledge, a behavior-based system generates
behaviors through direct interactions between environments and
agents. The behavior network (Maes, 1989) proposed by Maes generates behavior autonomously by attaching goals to the behaviorbased system. The network was inspired by animal behaviors observed by robotics researchers and ecologists. The behavior network generates the most suitable behavior for an environment
using sensory information and established goals.
Many studies for generating behavior have adopted a behavior
network as their behavior generation method. Nicolescu and
Mataric (2000) proposed an extended behavior network system
and designed a hierarchical behavior network system that
adapted to the behavior of a mobile robot (Nicolescu & Mataric,
2002). Khoo and Zubek (2002) generated behaviors for a computer
game character using behavior networks, and Weigel, Gutmann,
Dietl, Kleiner, and Nebel (2002) adopted behavior networks for
soccer robots. The concept of a behavior network can be applied
to a mobile intelligent synthetic character since it can generate
behaviors ﬂexibly in a complex environment. In this paper, we
integrate the behavior network into a Bayesian network and the
OCC model in order to create suitable character behavior.
Additionally, we tested the behavior network in a larger, more
complex network.

The perception system gathers information available in smartphones such as contact information, schedules, call logs, and device
states. When a user stores contact information in the address book,
the perception system can collect information about the people
whom the user contacts. The information can be used with call logs
to identify frequent contacts. It is also exceedingly useful to infer
the user’s situation. With schedule information, the character can
infer what the user is doing and what the user is going to do. Call
logs are useful information that can be gathered easily. Whenever
the user makes a call, the smartphone records logs including the
name of the caller/receiver, phone number, call type, and duration.
Finally, the perception system gathers the internal states of a
smartphone. Table 1 shows some of the information sources available in a smartphone. The gathered information is necessary for
the emotional system and the behavior selection system.

3. Mobile intelligent synthetic character
In order to design a mobile intelligent synthetic character, three
challenges should be considered.

3.2. User context recognition system
To indirectly interact with the user, the character should be able
to reason higher-level contexts using gathered information. The
user context recognition system infers the user’s emotion and
the business state using Bayesian networks. The Bayesian network
is a representative model to infer states with insufﬁcient information and uncertain situations. We design two types of Bayesian
networks: one infers valence and arousal states of the user and
the other infers the business state of the user.
In order to infer the emotional state of the user, we apply the
Valence–Arousal (V–A) space model, which represents emotion
as a given position in a two-dimensional space. This method has
been commonly used in previous studies on emotion recognition
(Picard, 1995). The user’s emotion is determined using two variables, valence and arousal, which are inferred from the Bayesian
networks. Valence and arousal values are discretized into ﬁve levels: very high, high, medium, low, or very low.
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Fig. 1. Architecture for a mobile intelligent synthetic character.

Table 1
Available information resources in smartphones.
Class
User information

Smart phone device states

Components
Address book
Schedule
Call logs

Name, group, phone number, E-mail address, homepage
Subject, location, category, start time, end time
Name, phone number, call type, start time, duration
Battery state, memory state, touchpad input, screen complexity, executing programs, time

Relationships between the variables are determined by analyzing reasons for changes in emotional states and business states.
Fig. 2 shows the Bayesian network design.
3.3. Emotional system
Emotions are particularly important for characters because they
are essential for the self-revelation features of behaviors (Bartneck,
2002). For these reasons, the emotions of the character are necessary factors for natural behavior generation and to make the character seem alive.
The character emotion system uses the OCC model (Ortony,
Clore, & Collins, 1988) to create the character’s emotion. The OCC
model was proposed for synthesizing emotions and is based on
the cognitive appraisal theory of emotion. In this paper, we have
proposed a modiﬁed OCC model with 14 emotional categories:
gloating, joy, distress, pity, pride, shame, admiration, reproach,
love, hate, gratiﬁcation, remorse, gratitude, and anger. Fig. 3 shows
the modiﬁed OCC model used in this study.
3.4. Motivation system
Goals play an important part in the design of an intelligent synthetic character. Like humans, the character behaves with its own
goals, making the character more realistic. The character does not
behave with ﬁxed goals but with goals that can change according

to the current situation. With information gathered from the perception system, the character analyzes the current situation and
sets goals accordingly. These goals are then used in behavior selection networks to generate appropriate behaviors. Table 2 shows
the goal states for various situations.
For example, when the battery is low, the motivation system
sets the goal ‘Be in agreement with phone state’ to warn the user
that the battery is low. In a similar way, the character sets the goal
‘Be in agreement with emotion’ when the character needs to show
emotional behaviors as the user’s emotions are changed.
3.5. Behavior generation system
In order to provide behaviors suitable for various situations, we
used the behavior network to select the most suitable behavior.
Since the behavior network was intended to address the ‘‘brittleness, inﬂexibility, and slow response’’ problems of classical planning
approaches on one hand and the problem of ‘‘the lack of explicit
goals’’ in reactive approaches on the other hand (Maes, 1990), it is
an appropriate method to quickly generate proper behaviors for situations. Moreover, it is easier to design relationships between various behaviors and external factors using the behavior networks.
The behavior networks are a model that consists of relationships
between behaviors, goals, and external environments, selecting the
most suitable behavior for the current situation. In the behavior
network, behaviors, external goals and internal goals are connected
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Fig. 2. The Bayesian networks for user context recognition.
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Fig. 3. The modiﬁed OCC model with 14 emotional categories.

Table 2
Goal states for various situations.

Table 3
Executable behaviors of the mobile intelligent synthetic character.

Goal

Situation

Category

Behaviors

Notice
Be in agreement with phone state
Be in agreement with emotion
Be in agreement with time

Before the schedule
Special phone state
Special emotion
Special time

Active behavior

Appear, disappear, dance, get up, lie, roll, eat, play,
read, rest, stay, sing
Happy, laugh, boring, annoyed, cry, love, envy, sleepy,
anger
Console, cheer up, notice, charm, good night, good
morning
Hungry, get fat, get slim, get red faced

with each other through links. Each behavior contains preconditions, an add list, a delete list and an activation. The preconditions
are a set of conditions that must be true in order to execute behaviors. The add list is a set of conditions that are highly likely to be
true when behaviors are executed. The delete list is a set of conditions that are likely to be false when the behavioral entities are executed. The activation represents to what extent the behavioral
entity is activated. There are three types of links between behavioral entities: predecessor link, successor link and conﬂictor link.
Each link from the ith behavioral entity to the jth behavioral entity
can be deﬁned as follows (p is the current condition):

Predecessor : ðp ¼ falseÞ and ðp 2 preconditons of Bi Þ
and ðp 2 add list of Bj Þ

Emotional behavior
Conversational
behavior
State transition
expression

Sucessor : ðp ¼ falseÞ and ðp 2 add list of Bi Þ and ðBi is executableÞ
and ðp preconditons of Bj Þ
Conflictor : ðp ¼ trueÞ and ðp 2 preconditons of Bi Þ
and ðp 2 delete list of Bj Þ
The behaviors of the character are needed to accommodate various
situations. Therefore, a large-scale behavior network which includes various external environments, goals and behaviors is required. In this study, we designed a large-scale network which
can reﬂect various external environments and goal states and can
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Fig. 4. A designed behavior network.

generate behaviors in different categories for application to the
mobile intelligent synthetic character.
The designed behavior network includes 44 external environmental factors, four goal states and generates 31 behaviors. The

set of behaviors includes active behaviors, conversational behaviors, emotional behaviors and the character’s state transition
expressions. Table 3 shows the executable behaviors of the
character.
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The character can report the states of the device and the character and can express its own emotional state or sympathize with
the emotional state of the user. Behaviors are generated by considering external environments such as the device state, the user
state, the emotional states of the character, etc. Fig. 4 shows the
behavior network that we designed for the proposed mobile intelligent synthetic character.

Table 4
Schedule table.

Time

Subject

Time

09:00

Team meeting

16:00

10:00
11:00

4. Experimental results

17:00
Project
presentation

12:00
4.1. Environments
To develop the proposed intelligent synthetic character, we
used Microsoft Embedded Visual C++ 4.0 and Pocket PC SDK
2003. The character runs on the Samsung SPH-M4650 smartphone.
Fig. 5 shows screen shots of the character.
In order to show working progress of the intelligent synthetic
character using the proposed method and to verify the generated
behaviors, we observed the character’s behaviors in the following
scenario.
The user is a 30-year-old company employee who utilizes the
smartphone actively for managing personal information, communication, and entertainment. It is a week day and six schedules exist.
Tables 4 and 5 illustrate the schedule table and telephone conversation logs made throughout the course of the day. To verify the proposed behavior generation system, we analyzed the procedure for
behavior generation and the generated behaviors as the situation
changed according to the proposed scenario. Fig. 6 shows how the
external conditions and the activations of some behaviors change.
In the morning, the user’s valence and arousal states are inferred as ‘Medium’ through the Bayesian networks and the character’s emotion is set as ‘Neutral’ by default. The activation energy of
behavior ‘Stay’ increases because of the affection by the user’s
states and the character’s emotion. The behavior ‘Say good morning’ can be generated because clues ‘Special time’ and ‘Morning’
are set as true in the behavior generation networks.
After 9 a.m., ‘Ofﬁce hour’ is set as true and the user’s valence is
decreased. Therefore, the activation energies of previous behaviors
decrease and the activation energies of ‘Cheer up’ and ‘Charm’ increase. The character evaluates the previous behavior that it used
to charm the user while it is generating its own emotion, after
which the character’s emotion is changed to ‘Pride’.
At lunchtime, ‘Special time’ and ‘Lunch time’ are set as true and
the goal ‘Be in agreement with time’ is set. The activation energy of
the behavior ‘Eat’ increases. In the afternoon, the user turns on
Windows Media Player to listen to music. While the music is

Subject
Project working

18:00
19:00

13:00

Lunch time

14:00

Project working 21:00

15:00

Client meeting

Dinner party

20:00

22:00

Table 5
Phone call logs.
Time

From

Group

In/out

Duration

10:05:00
10:08:25
10:23:17
16:15:02
16:17:11
19:35:41
19:38:23
19:49:15

Alex
Alex
Tom
Sally
David
David
Chad
Sally

Co-worker
Co-worker
Co-worker
Friend
Friend
Friend
Friend
Friend

Out
In
In
Out
Out
In
Out
In

0:35
1:23
2:49
7:23
2:13
8:45
13:06
9:34

playing, ‘Is music playing’ is set as true and the goal ‘Be in agreement with phone state’ is set by the motivation system. This increases the activation energy of ‘Dance’ so that the chance to
select ‘Dance’ increases. After this, the character evaluates the music, and the emotion of the character is changed to ‘Love’ because of
the attitude of the music. After a while, the clues ‘There are a lot of
business meetings’ and ‘There is a lot on today’s schedule’ are set
as false since some business meeting had ended. Therefore, the
user’s arousal is decreased. The character chooses ‘Singing’ as his
behavior to make the user excited.
In the evening, the user attends a dinner party. After the party,
he comes home and has long phone conversations with his friends
about the dinner party. As the valence of the user increases, the
activation energies of ‘Sing’ and ‘Laugh’ increase. The character’s
emotion also turns to ‘Gloating’ after evaluating the user’s state
with the character’s goal of a positive user state.

Fig. 5. Screen shots of an intelligent synthetic character on the (a,b) simulator and the (c) smartphone.
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Time

External environments

Character emotion

Behaviors

Neutral

8:00
9:00

Good morning

User valence : Medium
User arousal : Medium
Special time : Morning

Stay
Good morning

Stay

Stay

10:00
11:00

Charm

User valence : Low
User arousal : Medium
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Charm

12:00
13:00

User valence : A little low
User arousal : Low
Special time : Lunch time
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Charm

Pride

Cheer up

14:00

Cheer up

Eating
Eating

15:00
16:00

Dance

Music is playing

Dance

17:00
18:00
19:00

Dance
User valence : A little low
User arousal : Low

Pride

Singing

Love

Love
Singing

Love

Singing

Laugh

Sleepy

Good night

20:00
21:00
22:00

Singing

User valence : Very high
User arousal : Medium

Laugh

23:00
24:00

User valence : Medium
User arousal : Very low
Special time : Night

Love

Laugh

Gloating

Sleepy
Good night

Activation increases

Activation decreases

Fig. 6. A process of behavior generation.

At night, the user’s arousal state is set to ‘Very low’. The clues of
‘Special time’ and ‘Night’ are set as true, and the activation energies
of the behaviors ‘Sleep’ and ‘Say good night’ increase in the behavior generation system.
To observe the tendencies of behavior generation over time, we
implemented the mobile intelligent synthetic character and gathered sequences of behaviors from the smartphone. We observed
every behavior generated over time. Fig. 7 shows the behaviors
actually generated for the scenario mentioned above. As shown in
the ﬁgure, the character generated behaviors suitable for various
situations according to the process shown in Fig. 6. Using this
observation, we conﬁrmed that the mobile intelligent synthetic
character with the proposed system can recognize situations
successfully and generate proper behaviors on the smartphone.

4.2. Evaluation
Because the suitability of the behaviors cannot be measured
quantitatively, we designed an evaluation process to evaluate the
ﬁtness of the behavior generated. For the evaluation, eight participants were recruited. Many participants reported that they had
heard about the intelligent character but no participant had used
it. In the evaluation, the participants carried out ten scenarios, each
of which contained a unique situation. Table 6 shows the ten scenarios that we used for the evaluation.
The participants observed a sequence of ﬁve randomly-generated behaviors for every scenario and another sequence of ﬁve
behaviors generated by the proposed method. After this task, they
evaluated the ﬁtness of each behavior in each situation. The ﬁtness
ranged from 1 which meant ‘‘strongly incongruent’’ to 5 which
meant ‘‘strongly suitable.’’ Following the evaluations, we summed
the ﬁtness scores of each participant with regard to their ability to
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Fig. 7. Generated behaviors over time.

Table 6
Scenarios for the evaluation.
No.

Time

Schedule

Call logs

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Weekday morning
Weekday evening
Weekday morning
Weekend afternoon
Weekday lunchtime
Weekday night
Weekday forenoon
Weekday morning
Weekday forenoon
Weekday forenoon

A lot of business schedules
All schedules ended
No schedule
All schedules ended
A lot of remaining schedules
All schedules ended
A lot of business schedules
A lot of business schedules
No schedule
A lot of business schedules

None
Frequent,
Frequent,
Frequent,
None
None
None
Frequent
Frequent,
Frequent,

Table 7
Average ﬁtness scores.

with familiar people
with familiar people
with familiar people

due to business
due to business

5

Participant

Randomly generated

Proposed method

Participant1
Participant2
Participant3
Participant4
Participant5
Participant6
Participant7
Participant8

2.46
2.40
3.00
2.14
2.44
3.12
2.88
2.06

4.50
4.22
4.44
4.38
4.40
4.44
4.54
4.20

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5

distinguishing two different behavior-generating methods and
measured the average ﬁtness scores of each method. Table 7 shows
the average ﬁtness scores evaluated by each participant, and Fig. 8
compares the average scores of the two methods.
In order to analyze the result of the evaluation, we conducted a
Wilcoxon signed-rank test with the ﬁtness scores. The Wilcoxon
signed-rank test is usually used to compare two related samples

1
0.5
0
Randomly generated

Proposed method

Fig. 8. Evaluation results.
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when the population is not assumed to be normally distributed. As
a result of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, we obtained a P-value of
0.012, which conﬁrms that the proposed method was more appropriate than the conventional method.
5. Concluding remarks
We proposed a mobile intelligent synthetic character which can
deal with dynamism and complexity in a mobile environment. A
Bayesian network was used to infer high-level contexts by considering the uncertainties of the sources from the smartphone, and
the OCC model was used to generate the character’s emotional
state. To provide numerous behaviors which can be performed in
various situations by considering inferred situations and the character’s internal states, we proposed a large-scale behavior network
with many behaviors.
In order to provide enhanced intelligent services for smarter
phones, it is necessary for the intelligent synthetic character to
interact with the user and to evolve independently. The character
should be realistic. To achieve this, we developed algorithms for
interaction and evolution, including a learning system that evolves
the structure of the Bayesian networks and the behavior selection
network using user feedback.
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